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bstract

The transient response of a proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) supplied with pure hydrogen and oxygen was investigated by load
tep measurements assisted by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy and chronoamperometry. Using an in-house designed resistance board, the
ncontrolled response in both cell voltage and current upon step changes in a resistive load was observed. The PEMFC was found to respond quickly
nd reproducibly to load changes. The transient PEMFC response was limited by a cathodic charge transfer process with a potential-dependent
esponse time. For load steps to high-current densitities, a second transient process with a constant response time was observed. This transient was
ffset from the charge transfer transient by a temporarily stable plateau. Results from chronoamperometry indicated that the second transient could

e related to a diffusion process. Transient paths were plotted in the V–i diagram, matching a predicted pattern with overshooting cell voltage and
urrent during a load step.

2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Fuel cell technology may be utilised in a wide range of
pplications, from portable electronics to stationary power gen-
ration. For certain applications (e.g., vehicles) where the power
equirement varies rapidly, the dynamic behaviour of the fuel
ell is critical. If the fuel cell is sufficiently fast to supply the
equired power, one can cut down on the auxiliary buffer system
super-capacitors, batteries, etc.) and thereby save cost, weight

nd space.

The dynamic performance of proton exchange membrane
uel cells (PEMFCs) have been reported to some degree in the
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pen literature. Dynamic processes have been studied by both
xperimental approaches and modelling. Most of the experi-
ental studies consider slow processes, such as liquid water

ccumulation in the gas diffusion layer [1], changes in CO
overage on the anode [2] and relaxation of membrane water
ontent [3–5]. The reported relaxation time of these processes
anges from about 1 min to several hours. Some of the faster pro-
esses that have been studied experimentally include changes in
athode gas composition upon current steps [6] and over- and
ndershooting currents upon voltage steps [7–9]. A few studies
eport the dynamic behaviour of PEMFC stacks [10–14].

Dynamic modelling approaches usually combine a steady-
tate electrochemical model with time-dependent mass balances
15–18]. In such approaches the modelled fuel cell response is
overned by gas transport transients. Some authors also include
he capacitive effect of the charge double layer in the electro-
hemical model, thereby providing a more realistic description
f the initial fuel cell response [19–21]. Response in cell voltage

r current to a load change have been simulated in several stud-
es [15–17,19–22], while some studies address more specific
rocesses such as the effect of ripple currents [18], dynamic
ehaviour of water transport and water balance in the membrane
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23–25], temperature transients [26,20], effect of changing
umidification and temperature of reactant gases [27,12] and
ransport processes in the gas diffusion layer [28,29].

Some studies take a more applied approach by assessing the
ynamic interaction between PEMFCs and system components
uch as reformers [30–32], wind turbines [33] or batteries [10],
hile others simulate PEMFC operation in residential houses

34,35] or automotive applications [36–41].
This literature review shows that many aspects of dynamic

EMFC behaviour have been studied, but response in the sub-
econd range is scarcely documented. Knowledge of fuel cell
esponse in this time range is critical for applications where the
oad changes rapidly with time, and where over- or undershoot-
ng power can damage the application. Such knowledge will
urther provide design criteria for required buffer systems. If
he PEMFC responds sufficiently fast to load changes, auxiliary
uffer systems may even become obsolete.

To our best knowledge, only Van Zee and co-workers [7–9]
ave measured single PEMFC response with a time resolution
ufficiently high to cover the time range below 1 s: they mea-
ured the effect of e.g., stoichiometry, fuel dilution and flow
eld design on the transient response of a single PEMFC. Their
ain focus was the over- and undershooting currents observed

t low stoichiometry, but their results also showed that, when
upplied with excess amounts of reactant gases, the PEMFC
esponded as fast as the electronic load that was used to con-
rol the cell voltage. This observation stresses the importance of
sing a load with sufficiently short switching time when mea-
uring sub-second PEMFC response, otherwise you will only
easure the dynamic behaviour of the load itself.
The aim of this study is to investigate how fast PEMFCs

espond to load changes under minimal mass transport limita-
ions and identify the processes which determine the observed
esponse pattern. An in-house designed, passive load with short
witching time was used to reveal the autonomous response of
he PEMFC, undisturbed by external control loops. To minimise

ass transport limitations, the PEMFC was supplied with pure
xygen in excess. This is not a realistic condition in most fuel
ell applications, but simplifies the response pattern for eas-
er interpretation. Load step measurements were assisted by
lectrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and chronoam-
erometry to identify response limiting processes.

. Experimental

.1. Hardware and experimental conditions

A membrane electrode assembly from W.L. Gore & Asso-
iates (PRIMEA® 5561, Pt/Ru anode 0.45 mg cm−2, Pt cathode
.4 mg cm−2, 25 �m nominal membrane thickness) was sand-
iched between two gas diffusion layers from E-TEK (ELAT®

arbon only). The geometric electrode area was 6.25 cm2. The
embrane electrode assembly and gas diffusion layers were

ounted in a fuel cell housing from ElectroChem Inc. (EFC05-

1SP-REF).
The electrodes were supplied with constant gas flows of

ydrogen (99.999% purity) and oxygen (99.5% purity). To avoid

t
a
t

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram for the resistance step measurements.

ny effects of fuel starvation, both gases were supplied in excess
o that fuel utilisation never exceeded 50%. The gases were
umidified at room temperature in separate sparging bottles.
he temperature of the cathode hardware was monitored by a

hermocouple from Omega®. No external heating was applied,
nd the operating temperature was 26 ± 1 ◦ C during load step
easurements, 29 ± 2 ◦ C during EIS and 32 ± 1 ◦ C during

hronoamperometry. These temperature variations were consid-
red too small to affect the results significantly.

.2. Steps in external load resistance

Step changes in the external load resistance were obtained
sing an in-house designed resistance board consisting of a
arallel combination of two Kool-Pak® power resistors, where
ne of the parallel branches was connected and disconnected
sing an IRF3704 MOSFET. A circuit diagram of the experi-
ental set-up is shown in Fig. 1. When R2 is disconnected, the

xternal load resistance, RL, equals R1, and when R2 is con-
ected, RL = R1R2/(R1 + R2). The transistor was controlled
y a 50 MHz pulse generator from Wavetek (Model 166) via an
CL7667 CPL driver circuit powered by a PULS 36 W power
upply. The transistor responded by connecting or disconnecting
he R2 branch within 30 �s revealing the unregulated response
n both cell voltage and current upon a step change in a purely
esistive load. The resistance in each branch was selected with
switch knob, so that various external load resistances could be

ealised.
The unregulated response in cell voltage and current was

easured with an oscilloscope from Pico Technology Ltd.
ADC-212). The current was measured with a Tektronix A6302
urrent probe connected to the oscilloscope via a Tektronix
M502A current probe amplifier.

.3. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
EIS was carried out on the single cell described in Sec-
ion 2.1 using an IM6e electrochemical workstation and PP200
dd-on module from ZAHNER® elektrik. The cathode was
he working electrode and the anode served as both refer-
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Fig. 3. Sketch of transient path (dashed line) between two steady-state operat-
ing points on the polarization curve (thick solid line) when the external load
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nce and counter electrode. The ac signal had an amplitude of
mV and a frequency range from 100 kHz to 100 mHz. The

mpedance was measured at eight cell voltages (0.95, 0.90,
.85 and 0.80–0.40 V with step intervals of 0.10 V). A com-
lex non-linear least squares fitting program, LEVM Version
.0, was used to fit equivalent circuit parameters to the measured
mpedance.

.4. Chronoamperometry

Chronoamperometry was carried out on the single cell
escribed in Section 2.1 with a PGSTAT20 potentiostat and
STR 10A current booster, both from AUTOLAB®. The cath-
de was the working electrode while the anode served as both
eference and counter electrode. During these tests, the cell volt-
ge was kept at 0.990 V (close to the open circuit voltage) for
t least 10 s before the next cell voltage was assessed. Potential
teps from 0.990 V to six lower cell voltages (0.90, 0.80,. . . and
.40 V) were investigated.

. Theory and analysis methods

.1. Steps in external load resistance

The fuel cell voltage is determined by the reversible voltage
nd the various losses in the fuel cell. These losses are typically
elated to ohmic resistance in the fuel cell hardware, reaction
verpotentials of both anode and cathode and reactant trans-
ort limitations. The characteristics of the fuel cell response are
etermined by the processes involved and their corresponding
elaxation times.

Typical response curves for cell voltage and current upon
step decrease in external load resistance are sketched in

ig. 2. When the external load resistance, RL, is instantaneously
educed, the cell current instantaneously increases from I0 to
1. This gives an instantaneous drop in the cell voltage from V0
o V1 due to the ohmic resistance of the fuel cell. Ohm’s law
pplies, giving (V1 − V0)/(I1 − I0) = −R�, where R� is the

hmic resistance of the fuel cell.

After the ohmic drop, cell voltage relaxes towards its new
teady-state value, V2. Since the external load is purely resistive,
he current relaxes towards its new steady-state value, I2, at the

R

t
s
b

ig. 2. Sketch of typical transient responses in cell voltage (left) and current (right) u
esistance is changed from a high value V0/I0 to a lower value V2/I2 = RL.

� is the ohmic resistance of the fuel cell. Remaining symbols are explained in
ig. 2.

ame rate as the cell voltage, since I(t) = V (t)/RL, according
o Ohm’s law.

As a measure of the fuel cell response time, τFC is used. This
uantity is the time it takes for the cell voltage to decrease from
1 to Vτ , where the value of Vτ is implicitly given by

Vτ − V2

V1 − V2

∣
∣
∣
∣
= e−1 (1)

here e is Euler’s number. Thus, τFC corresponds to the
ime constant of exponential decay, even though the observed
esponse curves were not purely exponential.

Since the switching time of the transistor was 30 �s, V1 and
1 were determined by linearly extrapolating the curve elements
etween 30 and 90 �s back to t = 0.

As shown in Fig. 3 the theoretical response in cell voltage
nd current can be plotted in the V–i diagram, showing deviation
rom the polarization curve, as reported previously by our group
42]. As interpreted by Zenith et al. [43], the instantaneous ohmic
rop will follow a straight line with slope −R� from (V0, I0)
o (V1, I1), according to Ohm’s law. Constant load resistance,
L, is represented by straight lines through origo. The relaxation
owards steady state from (V1, I1) to (V2, I2) will follow this line
ince V (t) = RLI(t). Thus (V1, I1) is found as the intersection
etween RLI and the straight line from V0 with slope −R�.

pon a step change from high to low external load resistance (not to scale).
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ig. 4. (Left) Sketch of transient paths for a step in current from I0 to I2 (dashed
olarization curve is shown as a thick solid line. (Right) Sketch of transient pat
f the current.

When controlling cell voltage or current by using a potentio-
tat, the transient paths will have a significantly different shape,
s shown in Fig. 4. A step in current will follow a constant current
ath towards the new steady state, while a step in cell voltage
ill follow a constant voltage path (Fig. 4, left). The instanta-
eous ohmic drop in both cases will still follow a straight line
rom (V0, I0) with slope −R�. Thus, the overshoot in cell cur-
ent will be much larger for a potential step than for a step in
he external load resistance. This also shows that steps in cell
oltage up to high cell voltages can impose a reversal of the
ell current, which may cause damage to the fuel cell electrodes
Fig. 4, right).

.2. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy

EIS was applied to identify the processes limiting the
ynamic response of the PEMFC. The equivalent circuit used to
odel the impedance spectra has been proposed earlier by i.e.,
iureanu and Roberge [44] and is shown in Fig. 5. The ohmic

esistance between the electrodes, mainly due to the ohmic resis-
ance in the membrane, is represented by R�. The two parallel
ombinations of a resistance and a constant phase element (CPE)
epresent the charge transfer processes in the anode and cath-
de. CPEs are used instead of capacitances since measured
mpedance spectra contained depressed semi-circles, which are
ypical for porous electrodes [45]. Thus, Ra and Rc represent

he anode and cathode charge transfer resistances, respectively,
hile CPEa and CPEc correspond to the distributed double-layer

apacitance of the porous anode and cathode, respectively.

ig. 5. Equivalent circuit for the PEMFC [44]. R� is the ohmic resistance
etween the electrodes, Ra and Rc are the anode and cathode charge transfer
esistances, respectively, and CPEa and CPEc are the anode and cathode CPEs,
espectively.
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and for a step in cell voltage from V0 to V2 (dash-dotted line). The steady-state
a step in cell voltage from a low to a high value, leading to temporary reversal

The impedance of a CPE is [46]

CPE = 1

T (iω)φ
, (2)

here ω is the angular frequency, T and φ the CPE fitting
arameters and i = √−1. The corresponding capacitance of the
athode CPE is [46]

c = [Tc(R−1
� + R−1

c )
φc−1

]
1/φc

, (3)

here Tc and φc are the fitting parameters of the cathode CPE.
his capacitance can be used to estimate the response time of

he equivalent circuit, τEC, according to

EC = RcCc, (4)

here the anode contribution has been assumed negligible. Eq.
4) corresponds to the theoretical time constant of a parallel
ombination of a resistance and capacitance.

. Results and discussion

.1. Steps from high to low external load resistance

The initial response in cell voltage and current to a step
ecrease in the external load resistance is shown in Fig. 6. The
ell voltage apparently exhibited a fast ohmic drop followed by a
lower relaxation towards the new steady state. Correspondingly,
he current density jumped to a higher value and then decayed
owards the new steady state. In the time domain shown, there
as a pronounced potential dependence of the fuel cell response:

he fuel cell responded slower for steps with higher final volt-
ges, V2. This relaxation process is most likely due to a charge
ransfer process at the cathode, as will be discussed further in
ection 4.3.

Fig. 7 shows steps c and d in Fig. 6 on a logarithmic time
cale. For these steps, a second relaxation process appeared at
ppr. 0.1 s, after a temporarily stable plateau in cell voltage and
urrent. It was verified that the external load resistance was con-

tant during this transient, also, the same behaviour was observed
sing a potentiostat (see Section 4.4), so the second transient was
ot caused by interference from the experimental set-up. It was
either caused by insufficient supply of reactant gases, which
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ig. 6. First 100 ms of the transient response in cell voltage and current density
c) 0.19 � and (d) 0.14 �.

as verified by repeating the experiment with various reactant
as flow rates.

The second transient levelled out, reaching steady state within
ppr. 2 s for both steps c and d. Thus, the response time for this
ransient showed no significant dependence on current density.
he voltage drop during this transient was more pronounced for
tep d than for step c while it was not observed for steps a and b.
pparently, a higher current density gave a larger voltage drop
uring the second transient. This characteristic response pattern
ill be further discussed in Sections 4.3 and 4.4.
Additional step measurements were carried out for varying

nitial and final values of the external load resistance. A selec-
ion of these steps is shown in Fig. 8. The same response pattern
s described above was observed also for these steps: an imme-
iate ohmic change in cell voltage and current followed by a
lower relaxation, with a potential-dependent response time. A
econd transient appeared for steps with final voltages below
ppr. 0.65 V, reaching steady state within 2 s. Also for these
teps, the voltage drop during the second transient was more
ronounced for steps with lower final cell voltages. For steps
ith initial voltages lower than 0.53 V, the temporarily stable
lateau was absent (Fig. 8f).

The ohmic resistance of the fuel cell, R�, was calculated
y dividing the ohmic voltage drop, |V2 − V1|, by the ohmic
urrent step, |I2 − I1|, for all steps in Fig. 8. This gave R� =

2
.12 ± 0.01 � cm , which is within the uncertainty limits of the
alue found from EIS (see Section 4.3).

To show the potential dependence of the first transient, Eq. (1)
as used to calculate the corresponding response time of this

l
d
3

Fig. 7. Semi-logarithmic plot of steps c and d of Fig. 6 in a time interval between
a step change in the external load resistance from 200 � to (a) 5.0 �, (b) 1.0 �,

art of the response curve. The response time was only cal-
ulated for the first transient; for steps where also a second
ransient appeared, the temporarily stable values of cell voltage
nd current were used as V2 and I2, respectively, and the fur-
her relaxation occurring after 100 ms was disregarded. For steps
ithout temporarily stable values between the two transients, the

esponse time was not calculated.
Fig. 9 shows the response time of the first transient for steps

–d in Fig. 8. Response times ranged from 0.38 s to 1.6 ms
epending on the initial and final voltage. Steps with the same
nitial voltage, V0, had a response time that decreased with lower
nal voltages, V2. On the other hand, steps with the same final
oltage had a response time that decreases with lower initial volt-
ge. Thus, step size itself did not determine the response time,
ather the voltage range where the fuel cell relaxed towards the
ew steady state.

For steps from the same initial voltage, V0, the potential
ependence of the response time was strongest for final cell
oltages, V2, above appr. 0.75 V. This corresponds to the curved
ctivation-controlled region of the polarization curve as shown
n Fig. 10. The fact that the rate-limiting process was potential
ependent, suggests that it is related to charge transfer. Consid-
ring that the cathode was supplied with pure oxygen, it is not
nlikely that the fuel cell response can actually be limited by
harge transfer.
In Fig. 10, the response curves for steps from a high external
oad resistance to four lower resistances are plotted in the V–i
iagram, exhibiting the same pattern as predicted in Section
.1(see Fig. 3). A deviation from the predicted straight line was

2 ms and 10 s, showing the appearance of a second transient at appr. 0.1 s.
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value up to 200 �. This corresponds to the reverse steps of those
shown in Fig. 6. The response was characterised by an ohmic
ig. 8. Semi-logarithmic plot of response in cell voltage to step changes in the
e) 0.25 � and (f) 0.10 � to lower resistance values.

bserved for the first ms of the step, probably due to switching
ransients in the transistor and external resistances.
.2. Steps from low to high external load resistance

Also the fuel cell response to a step increase in external load
esistance was measured. Fig. 11 shows the response in cell

ig. 9. Semi-logarithmic plot of the response time of steps a–d in Fig. 8 as a
unction of final voltage, V2, for different initial voltages, V0.

s
v

F
e
0
s
a

al load resistance from (a) ∞ � (open circuit), (b) 200 �, (c) 5.0 � (d) 0.75 �

oltage when changing the external load resistance from a low
tep in cell voltage, followed by a slower increase towards a peak
alue. After this peak, the cell voltage experienced a gradual

ig. 10. Transient response (dots) plotted in the V–i diagram for steps in the
xternal load resistance from 200 � to (a) 5.0 �, (b) 1.0 �, (c) 0.19 � and (d)
.14 �. The dashed line has a slope of −R�, while the dash-dotted line has a
lope of RL corresponding to step c. The steady-state polarization curve is shown
s a thick solid line.
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found at 0.80 V.

For cell voltages 0.70 V and lower, the large arc still decreased
with decreasing cell voltage while the small high-frequency arc
remained unchanged as shown in Fig. 13. In addition, a third arc
ig. 11. The first second of the transient response in cell voltage to a step
hange in the external load resistance from (a) 5 �, (b) 1 �, (c) 0.15 � and
d) 0.10–200 �. (Inset) First 100 s of response curve (d).

ecrease, probably as oxides or other surface species formed on
he cathode (Fig. 11, inset). Correspondingly, the current density
not shown) exhibited an ohmic drop, before it followed the
ame increase and decrease as the cell voltage, since current and
oltage were related by Ohm’s law. The overshoot in cell voltage
as more pronounced for steps from lower cell voltages. This

an be explained by removal of oxides from the electrodes at low
ell voltage giving a higher cell voltage after the step. There were
o significant differences in response time; all curves reached
he peak value in appr. 5 s and decreased on a time scale of 100 s.

Additional steps from low to high external load resistances
ere studied and found to exhibit the same trend as described

n the previous paragraph. The response time of these steps
ncreased with increasing final voltage, which is in agreement
ith the trend for steps from high to low external load resis-

ances, where the fuel cell was found to respond slower in regions
ith high cell voltages. Consequently, a step from high cell volt-

ge to low cell voltage will take shorter time than the reverse step
ack to high cell voltage. For instance, the response time of a
tep with initial voltage 0.94 V and final voltage 0.55 V was
ms while the reverse step back to 0.94 V had a response time
f 35 ms.

The analysis presented in this section is mainly qualitative and
oes not identify the processes which give rise to the observed
rends. An effort to identify rate-limiting processes by standard
lectrochemical methods is presented in the following sections.

.3. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy

EIS was applied to separate and quantify the processes gov-
rning the fuel cell response. Measured impedance spectra at
ell voltages between 0.95 and 0.80 V are shown in Fig. 12.
wo distinct arcs were observed for each spectrum: (i) a small
otential-independent arc at high frequencies (10 kHz–120 Hz)
nd (ii) a large potential-dependent arc at lower frequencies

120–0.1 Hz). A potential-dependent arc is normally attributed
o a charge transfer process [47]. The large arcs in Fig. 12
re probably related to the charge transfer process at the
athode, since the cathode reaction in a PEMFC is known F
ig. 12. Impedance spectra at (a) 0.95 V, (b) 0.90 V, (c) 0.85 V and (d) 0.80 V
hardly visible). (Inset) An expanded view of the low impedance region.

o have substantially slower kinetics than the anode reaction
48].

As the cell voltage decreased, the large arc attained the shape
f a depressed semi-circle. This behaviour can be attributed
o the porous structure of the electrode [45]. The inductive
mpedance observed at frequencies 10–100 kHz is most likely
elated to cables and electrical connections, and the correspond-
ng data points were disregarded in the fitting process.

The small arc at high frequencies may be attributed to the
nodic charge transfer process. The diameter of this arc was appr.
.1 � cm2 which is comparable to the anode impedance mea-
ured for a symmetric H2/H2 cell [49]. The arc did not change
ignificantly with cell voltage, which is typically the case for
rcs corresponding to rapid charge transfer processes.

For cell voltages 0.85 V and higher, the small high-frequency
rc was almost negligible compared to the large arc. This caused
nprecise fitting of the parameters corresponding to the small
rc. Since the shape of this arc did not change significantly for
ell voltages 0.80 V and higher, fitting parameters for this arc
ere kept constant above 0.80 V, using the parameter values
ig. 13. Impedance spectra at (e) 0.70 V, (f) 0.60 V, (g) 0.50 V and (h) 0.40 V.
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Table 1
Cathode parameters obtained from fitting of the impedance spectra at different cell voltages

Cell voltage (V) Rc (� cm2) Tc (F cm−2 sφ−1) φc Cc (F cm−2) τEC (s)

0.95 77.9 0.0218 0.928 0.0137 1.1
0.90 18.4 0.0203 0.952 0.0150 0.28
0.85 3.67 0.0195 0.970 0.0161 0.059
0.80 0.614 0.0210 0.967 0.0170 0.010
0.70 0.173 0.0266 0.939 0.0177 0.0031
0.60 0.151 0.0401 0.843 0.0132 0.0020
0.50 0.143 0.0650 0.757 0.0111 0.0016
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hemispherical microelectrodes if it is assumed that the carbon
is inert and all electrochemical processes take place at the cat-
alyst particles. Consequently, even if the electrode is neither an
ideal planar electrode nor a microelectrode, the observed linear
.40 0.128 0.0947

as observed, emerging at frequencies ranging from 3 Hz for
urve e to 11 Hz for curve h. Since there was no clear trend in
hese arcs, no effort was made to include elements in the equiv-
lent circuit to model this behaviour (ref. Fig. 5), and the data
oints corresponding to these arcs were disregarded in the fit-
ing process. However, it is not unlikely that they correspond
o the second transient reported in Section 4.1. The onset of
he second transient occurred around 0.1 s, which corresponds
o a frequency of 10 Hz. This is in the same range as the fre-
uencies where the third arcs emerged. In addition, the third arc
nly appeared at cell voltages where also the second transient
ppeared.

The high-frequency crossing of the real axis decreased
lightly for cell voltages decreasing from 0.70 to 0.40 V
Fig. 13). This can be explained by an increased water produc-
ion on the cathode at higher currents, giving a more humidified

embrane with higher conductance.
The equivalent circuit in Fig. 5 gave an excellent fit to the

mpedance data, as can be expected when using CPEs. The cath-
de parameters are shown in Table 1. The increasing cathode arc
ize at higher cell voltages was reflected in an increasing value
or the cathode charge transfer resistance, Rc. The fitted values
f φc were less than 1, which reflects the porous structure of
he electrode. For cell voltages below 0.70 V, the value of φc
ecreased with decreasing cell voltage. This is reasonable since
n increased current density will give even more inhomogeneous
onditions throughout the electrode. A fitted value of R� (0.11

0.01 � cm2) was in agreement with the value found from
tep measurements (see Section 3.1). The parameter values of
�, Rc and Cc found here have the same order of magnitude as

eported in similar studies [50,44,51].
The EIS-derived response time, τEC calculated from Eq. (4)

or each cell voltage is included in Table 1. This response time
ad the same potential dependence and order of magnitude as
FC calculated in Section 4.1. This indicates that the large arc of
he impedance spectrum is the frequency domain representation
f the potential-dependent response observed in Section 4.1.

A semi-logarithmic plot of IR-corrected cell voltage versus
−1
c (ref. Fig. 5) is shown in Fig. 14. The slope of this curve was

dentical to the Tafel slope found from steady-state polariza-

ion data. This confirms that Rc indeed corresponds to a charge
ransfer resistance [52].

In summary, results from EIS suggested that the potential-
ependent response observed in Section 4.1 is related to a charge

F
(
p

0.709 0.0111 0.0014

ransfer process on the cathode, and that this process limits the
uel cell response at cell voltages above 0.7 V.

.4. Chronoamperometry

Chronoamperometry was applied to assess the second tran-
ient (see Fig. 7). Step changes in cell voltage from open circuit
o lower cell voltages were applied. A second transient in current
fter a temporarily stable plateau emerged at appr. 0.1 s for steps
own to 0.60 V and lower. This is the same behaviour as observed
or steps in external load resistance (ref. Fig. 7). Fig. shows a
lot of current density as a function of the inverse square root of
ime. The curves formed straight lines after appr. 0.15 s. Solving
ick’s second law of diffusion for several electrode geometries
planar, spherical, hemispherical) results in expressions where
he current density is proportional to the inverse square root of
ime if the mass transfer of the reactants or products is controlled
y diffusion [53]. Thus, the straight lines in Fig. were taken as an
ndication that the second transient is related to a diffusion pro-
ess, even though the investigated system does not correspond
o any of the ideal electrode geometries. However, the electrode

ight be considered as a three-dimensional array of spherical or
ig. 14. Comparison of the Tafel plot generated from the polarization curve
+) and from R−1

c (x), relating the potential-dependent arc to a charge transfer
rocess.
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ig. 15. Chronoamperometric measurements for potential steps from 0.990 V
close to open circuit potential) down to 0.40 V (upper curve), 0.50 V (middle
urve) and 0.60 V (bottom curve). The time window from 40 ms to 45 s is shown.

elationship between current density and t−1/2 were taken as an
ndication that the second transient is caused by mass transfer
ontrolled by diffusion.

. Conclusion

The transient response of a single PEMFC supplied with
ure hydrogen and oxygen was investigated by resistance
tep measurements assisted by EIS and chronoamperometry.
he PEMFC was found to respond quickly and reproducibly

o load changes and showed excellent load-following perfor-
ance.
A characteristic response pattern was identified: for steps to a

ower external load resistance, an ohmic drop in cell voltage (and
n equivalent ohmic step in current) was followed by a slower
ransient related to a charge transfer process in the cathode.
ince the load was purely resistive, cell voltage and current were
elated by Ohm’s law during the slower transient. The response
ime of the charge transfer transient depended on cell voltage and
ecreased with initial and final cell voltages. Response times in
he range from 0.38 s to 1.6 ms were observed, depending on the
nitial and final voltages. The voltage dependence was most pro-
ounced in the activation-controlled region of the polarization
urve (0.75 V and higher). For steps with final voltages below
ppr. 0.65 V, a second relaxation process appeared at about 0.1 s,
fter a temporarily stable plateau in cell voltage and current.
his relaxation process had an apparently constant response time
f appr. 2 s, and chronoamperometric measurements indicated
hat it could be related to diffusion. Transient paths from one
teady state on the polarization curve to another were shown,
atching a predicted pattern. This pattern also predicted the

vershoot or undershoot in cell voltage and current during the
ransient.
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